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Professional singers know how physically demanding singing can be. It takes a lot of stamina and energy to sing onstage and bring the venue to 

life. That’s why singing, like any other physical activity, should involve a warm-up, as well as a vocal cool-down. At School of Rock, we make 

these vocal warm-ups a ritual, whether it’s to prepare for a singing lesson or a show rehearsal. These quick singing warm-ups can be done in 

just 10 to 20 minutes, and they should become an integral part of any successful practice routine. 

 

WHY DO YOU NEED TO WARM UP YOUR VOICE? 

We warm up our voices so we can keep them healthy, sound our best and protect against damage. Warming up your voice will allow you to 

sing better and extend your range comfortably. It is absolutely necessary to always warm up before singing. 

9 BEST VOCAL WARM-UPS FOR SINGERS 

There are many simple vocal exercises you can use to warm up your voice, so you have a lot of options when it comes to deciding how to 

warm up your voice. Fortunately, School of Rock can help you narrow them down. Here are nine of the best vocal warm ups used by our vocal 

instructors. 

https://www.schoolofrock.com/resources/vocals/9-best-vocal-warm-ups-for-singers
https://www.schoolofrock.com/resources/vocals/7-tips-on-how-to-keep-your-singing-voice-healthy


 

 

1. YAWN-SIGH TECHNIQUE 

For this quick vocal exercise, simply yawn (take in air) with your mouth closed. Then, exhale through your nose as if you are sighing. This will 

help relax your voice and improve its range. 

2. HUMMING WARM-UPS 

Humming is one of the best vocal warm-ups because it doesn’t put a lot of strain on your vocal cords. Place the tip of your tongue behind your 

bottom front teeth and hum up and down the major scale while keeping your mouth closed. Each note should sound like “hmmm” — including 

the “h” sound is less taxing on your voice. 

 3. VOCAL STRAW EXERCISE  

To perform the vocal straw exercise (also known as straw phonation), take a straw and hum through it. Start at the bottom of your range and 

slide up to the top slowly and evenly. Then, hum your favourite song through the straw. You can also place the straw in a partially full glass of 

liquid and blow controlled bubbles in the glass. 

 4. LIP BUZZ VOCAL WARM-UP 

As far as vocal warm-ups go, lip buzz (or lip trill, as it is sometimes called) is very simple. The goal is to make a motorboat sound by making 

your lips vibrate as you blow air through your mouth and nose. You can incorporate pitch slides as well. 



5. TONGUE TRILL EXERCISE 

The tongue trill vocal exercise is difficult for some singers. It involves curling your tongue and rolling your R’s as you go through your range 

from low to high. 

 6. JAW LOOSENING EXERCISES 

When singing, you want to drop your jaw lower than when you are just talking. With your finger, trace back along your jawline from your chin 

to your ear. That curved space between your jaw and your ear is where you want to drop your jaw. 

Pretend you are yawning with your mouth closed and feel where your jaw drops. Avoid just dropping your chin. 

7. TWO-OCTAVE PITCH GLIDE WARM-UP 

For this easy vocal warm-up, make an “eeee” or “ohhhh” sound and gradually glide through the chromatic notes of a two-octave range. Glide 

up and then back down. This will transition from your chest voice to your head voice. 

8. VOCAL SIRENS EXERCISE 

Much like the pitch glide, the siren exercise takes an “oooo” sound and gradually goes from the lowest note of your range to the highest and 

back down, like a siren for an emergency vehicle. The sound is continuous and covers the tones between the notes. 

9. VOCAL SLIDES TECHNIQUE 

This technique is also known as a portamento, which is Italian for “the act of carrying.” Much like the siren exercise, you slide from one note to 

the next in your range, but you don’t sing the in-between notes. 

 

BREATHING TECHNIQUES FOR BETTER SINGING 

Now that you've mastered a few vocal warm-ups and exercises, always remember to maintain good posture and use proper breathing 

techniques. Two common breathing techniques are singing from your diaphragm and exhaling on a hiss. Keep reading to learn how you can 

perform these to improve your singing. 

1. SING FROM YOUR DIAPHRAGM 

When singing, it is vitally important to use proper breathing techniques to avoid hurting your voice. It is most common to breathe from the 

chest during everyday activities, including speaking, but singing requires breathing from the diaphragm. Proper breathing gives your voice 

more power, more control and a fuller, more expressive tone. Sing from your diaphragm to avoid straining your voice. Your body should be 

relaxed and balanced, with your weight slightly forward. 



WHAT IS YOUR DIAPHRAGM? 

The diaphragm is a muscle between your chest and your belly that governs how much air you inhale and exhale when you breathe. “Singing 

from your diaphragm” is a phrase for this important breathing technique, which describes the proper way to breathe in and out while singing. 

 

The sound of your voice doesn’t actually come from your diaphragm, of course — sound is generated by vibrations of your vocal cords. The 

vibrations are caused by air being pushed out of your lungs. Your diaphragm is what controls the pushing and is responsible for putting power 

behind your voice. 

2. EXHALE ON A HISS 

A hissing breath exercise is a great way to start when learning how to warm up your voice before singing. This technique forces vocalists to 

sing from their diaphragms and improves breath control. 

To master the exhale on a hiss breathing technique, it’s important to: 

1. Stand up straight and relax your body. This will also relax your diaphragm and release any tension that could prevent you from singing 

incorrectly. 

2. Breathe in through your mouth and count to five. As you breathe, bring the air deep into your lungs. A “singer’s breath” should not 

make your chest puff out or your shoulders rise — instead, your belly should expand outward. 



3. Exhale and count to nine. While exhaling, make a hissing noise that sounds like the first letter of the word “sizzle.” By the time you are 

done counting, all the air should be expelled from your lungs. 

Once you build more lung capacity and get comfortable with this exercise, you can breathe in for a seven count and exhale for a 12 count. 

Now that you've warmed up your voice and know how to breathe from your diaphragm and exhale on a hiss, you’re ready to sing. 

HOW TO COOL DOWN YOUR VOICE AFTER SINGING 

After vocal warm-ups and singing, it is essential that you also cool down your voice. You can use the same vocal exercises you used during your 

warm-up, starting with the most intense and working down to the least intense. Simply using the humming vocal exercise will also allow your 

voice to cool down and relax. Following these tips will keep your voice strong and allow you to perform at your best. 

Vocal warm-ups are a critical part of any singer’s practice and performance routine. These quick and easy vocal warm-ups will refine your 

technique, build your vocal power and control, and help expand your vocal range. 

 

N.B: Please note that ALL vocal tips are for information only.  Anyone experiencing specific vocal problems should always contact a specialist 

medical professional. 

 


